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What is Scientific Exchange?
What is Scientific Exchange?

- What is scientific exchange?
  - It is not promotional exchange!

- What does that mean?
  - Promotion = “something (such as advertising) that is done to make people aware of something and increase its sales or popularity”*

*http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/promotion
Does the HCP Discern?

- Medical sales representative
- Medical representative
- Pharmaceutical liaison
- Drug representative
What is Scientific Exchange, Anyway?

- Scientific exchange is
  - clearly non-promotional
  - conducted by scientifically trained professionals
  - held in a forum or context that is conducive and reflective of scientific discussion
What is Scientific Exchange, Anyway?

- It can be proactive or reactive
  - Proactive scientific exchange – publications, compendia, medical education, clinical practice guidelines, company sponsored clinical study discussions, and pre-approval disease state discussions
  - Reactive scientific exchange – responses to an unsolicited inquiry for information, which could include off-label information, and the scientific exchange addresses that inquiry only
Simply put, if an effective compliance program is not designed, implemented, and operationalized, “scientific exchange” can blur into “off-label promotion,” leading to

- *Qui tam* actions
- Federal investigations
- Investor lawsuits
- Financial and reputational damage
- Settlements (141 settlements worth $21B in period 2000-2014)
- Corporate Integrity Agreements

WHAT’S A COMPLIANCE OFFICER TO DO?!?!?!!?!?!
Maintain policies and procedures and refresh them regularly in light of evolving government and industry guidance.

Train, audit, and monitor on the separation between scientific exchange and promotional messaging.

Focus on the following seven areas:

- Promotional Materials
- Promotional Interactions with HCPs
- Medical Interactions with HCPs
- Payer/Formulary Access Interactions
- Publications
- Investigator-Initiated Studies
- Post-market Studies
- Compendia
An Evolving Legal Landscape
U.S. v. Caronia (2012)

- U.S. filed suit against Alfred Caronia, a pharma sales rep, for off-label promotion under Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (“FDCA”) misbranding provisions

- In U.S District Court, Caronia was convicted of conspiracy to introduce a misbranded drug into interstate commerce

- On appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, Caronia argued that the “1st Amendment does not permit the government to prohibit and criminalize a pharmaceutical manufacturer’s truthful and non-misleading promotion of an FDA approved drug (to physicians) for off-label use, where such use is not itself illegal and others are permitted to engage in such speech.”
The judgment of conviction had to be vacated because the government prosecuted Caronia for mere off-label promotion, and the district court instructed the jury that it could convict on that theory. The government had not established a reasonable fit among its interests in drug safety and public health, the lawfulness of off-label use, and its construction of the FDCA to prohibit off-label promotion.

Ruling: The court ultimately concluded that the misbranding provisions of the FDCA don’t prohibit a pharmaceutical company's truthful off-label promotion
Creates a level of uncertainty and risk in the industry

- Should pharma companies begin actively marketing off-label with the jurisdiction of the 2nd Circuit?
- Risk that reps or other agents will misinterpret the case

What exactly are “truthful” and “non-misleading?”

- This was not discussed in much detail in the case because the government never argued, in District Court, that the off-label discussions were false or misleading.
- Could it be argued that to be “truthful and not-misleading;” it must be included in the label or have substantial evidentiary support?
Case centered around the ability of Amarin Pharma to engage in truthful and non-misleading commercial speech regarding the off-label use of its drug Vascepa.

Court extensively cited U.S. v. Caronia when deciding case.

Nevertheless, the court also acknowledged the risk associated with a lack of controls regarding off-label discussion.

Ruling: Amarin granted preliminary relief to engage in truthful and non-promotional speech regarding off-label use of Vascepa.
   Under Caronia, this speech cannot be the basis of future misbranding prosecution.
Amarin: Potential Implications

- Ruling shines light on FDA’s stance on proactive promotional activities vs. Scientific Exchange
  - FDA needs to align its promotion policies with 1st Amendment expectations

- Pharma and device companies will use Amarin to bolster defense against off-label allegations

- However, an effective Compliance program is still needed
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